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GeoData Random Sampler Release Notes 

 

1.3.6 for 10.2.1 (6/24/2016) 

 #122233049 - Error with qualified name for SQLServer databases 

1.3.4 for 10.1.x (11/13/2013) 

1.3.3 for 10.0.x (5/7/2013) 

1.3.1 for 10.0 SP 5 (04/29/2013) 

 Added: Site Licensing Option 

1.3.2 for 9.3 (11/17/2011) 

 Fixed: Unnecessary selection of feature with definition queries in the select set being sampled. 

1.3.1 (11/14/2011) 

 Added: Most recent updates of network license manager executables and dlls. 

 Added: Fail over capability to configure up to 4 license servers, as well as timeout setting. 

 Fixed: Erratic zooming when stepping through a sample. 

 Fixed: Unnecessary display of the "View Attributes" window when stepping through a sample. 

 Fixed: Added back the "Select Features" button to the sample dockable window. 

1.3.0 (8/29/2011): 

 Added: Support for ArcGIS 10 

1.2.1 (1/5/2011): 

 Added: As a user, I can sample from a selected set of data. 

 Added: As a user, I can sync the sample row to a selected feature in the sample data grid. 

 Added: As a user, I can select all of the features from the current sample. 

 Fixed: When sorting a column in the data grid, the selected row position is persisted, causing unexpected 
zooming. 

 Fixed: When there are no layers in the TOC, the about does not open. 

 Fixed: When switching from one sample to another, the first row in the sample cannot be zoomed to. 

 Fixed: CSV reporting when a single row in the sample is corrupt. 

1.1.2 (09/14/2009): 

 Fixed: Unable to connect to GDRS table if connection owner not the same as table owner in Oracle. 
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1.1.1 (09/09/2009): 

 Fixed: Unhandled Exception when a Feature class in the TOC has a broken data source 

 Fixed: Fails to zoom to/show attributes of a feature. 

 Fixed: Unable to delete an error type. 

 Fixed: Unable to create a sample if a ShapeFile exists in the TOC. 

 Added: As a user, I can view the GDRS table details so that there is no confusion about where the 
samples are being persisted. 

1.1.0 (07/30/2009): 

 Added: As a user, I can create a single sample that includes one or more feature layers in my map. 

 Added: As a manager, I can export the contents of the manage samples view to a CSV file. 

 Added: As a manager or user, I can see when my sample was created. 

 Fixed: Using Field Alias instead of Field Fullname in UI and Export. 

 Fixed: When selecting Advanced Export, the first field in the Select Fields window is always selected. 

 Fixed: When a user selects a sample row via the key board, the map is not updated with the newly 
selected row. 

 Fixed: Unable to easily edit error comments once you click to another comment cell. 

1.0.0 (07/08/2009): 

 Added: As a user, I can install either an Enterprise or Personal version of the product. 

 Added: As a user, I can upgrade my license from Personal to Enterprise allowing me to later upgrade if 
later need to connect to SDE. 

 Added: As an administrator, I can supply X number or unlimited number of licenses to my users. 

 Updated: License permissions based on Enterprise or Personal. 

 Updated: Help for Version 1.0.0. 

 Fixed: Rejection Size is not set for statistical Samples in the Random Sample Grid UI. 

 Fixed: Sample Break Point does not break correctly. 

 Fixed: When creating a Sample the UI allows me to enter values for both Absolute and Percentage, these 
should be mutually exclusive. 


